Medical Ethics aims to provide`a practical introduction to the ethical questions doctors and other health care professionals can be expected to encounter in their practice'. Divided into three parts, the opening section, Foundations, begins with a brief overview of the main discourses that have come to characterize western secular moral philosophy. An important omission is the failure to explore critically the assumptions underpinning the rationalistic outlook that unites these otherwise diverse ethical frameworks. There then follows an excellent chapter on the`healing ethos'. After surveying the variant forms that the doctor±patient relationship has historically takenÐ ranging from the sacred (as in the Hippocratic Oath, for example) to the paternalistic and, more recently, the consumerist modelsÐthe authors propose that a`covenant model' might pro®tably be adopted, for it is only a formulation of this type that`does justice to the religious or humanistic convictions of those who choose medicine out of a sense of vocation and a desire to help those in need'.
The New Zealand¯avour to the book (each of the three authors has at some time been based at the University of Otago) offers many useful insights. This is most evident in the chapter on Health Care Ethics in Diverse Cultures, in which the authors display much respect and sensitivity for indigenous Maori cultural norms; also evident is their understanding of the very considerable impact of European colonialism which has, as in so many other parts of the world, irreparably fractured cultural narratives developed and nurtured over the centuries. But a willingness to appreciate the responsibility that must come from belonging to what has arguably been one of the most intolerant of world-views should not, they contend, lead to the other extreme, of uncritically embracing moral relativism. Here they draw on the (rather tired) example of female genital mutilation, contending that even though many African women view the procedure as an integral aspect of their identity it cannot be justi®ed since it is ultimately oppressive. More illuminating for western-trained clinicians might have been an exploration of some of the moral uncertainties in a more mundane issue such as the treatment of the elderly. For many who come from traditions in which the extended family network is the norm, the western practice of discarding frail parents into nursing homes is utterly inhumane; the argument that many elderly people prefer not to be`a burden' on their children is simply indicative of the way in which a capitalist individualistic culture has successfully institutionalized such moral wrongs, as is the case in those patriarchal African societies that continue to sanction female genital mutilation.
The section on Clinical Ethics is concerned with the broad range of concerns that one would expect to ®nd in a text of this kindÐethical considerations and controversies at the beginning and end of life, tissue and organ transplantation, and the many issues that have arisen in the aftermath of the HIV pandemic. But there are also a few surprises, including very thoughtful discussions on the concept of personhood in those with advanced dementia and a section on`the blessing of mortality'.
In the ®nal section, Medicine and Society, are considered issues to do with research ethics, the concept of justice in health care provision and medicine and the law. There is also a very interesting critique of the evidencebased medicine movement and the ways in which a narrow understanding of scienti®c orthodoxy may simultaneously curtail innovation and devalue the artistic dimension to the craft of healing. This is in summary an elegant, scholarly and sensitive introduction to western medical ethics. By building much of the text around case histories, the authors successfully render the at times intricate discussion into a form that is engaging and challenging. In this third edition the book should continue to enjoy broad-based appeal amongst health professionals. In addition I hope it will be sampled by at least some of our patients, for a common recognition of the complexity and uncertainty inherent in ethical health care provision is essential if we are to promote a covenant relationship that has as its essential feature`a promise to show active concern for the other'. The neurosurgeon Bengt Ljunggren and the neurologist George Bruyn here tell the story of the growth of Swedish academic medicine, and with it that of the Karolinska Institute and its association with the Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine. (Publication of their handsome book was timed to coincide with the centenary of the Nobel Prize.) They also recount the life of Axel Key, professor of pathological anatomy and rector of the Karolinska, whose studies in morbid anatomy culminated in the ®rst detailed description of the ventricular system and circulation of the cerebrospinal¯uid in 1876, and who was one of the most in¯uential ®gures in European academic medicine in the late 19th century. With Key's story the authors have interspersed events from the life of Alfred Nobel, on the slightly tenuous grounds that Nobel and Key were exact contemporaries and spent one memorable evening together in 1893. Approximately the last quarter of the book is an authoritative and useful appendix giving short biographies of more than 150 of Key's contemporaries, and others mentioned in the text. The end result is rather a curious mixture.
Because there are so many strands, the book is not always easy reading. Much of the narrative is written in a rather staccato style, merely listing names, dates and events. Some of it is irrelevant to any of the book's themesÐ notably the 13 pages devoted to the life of a gifted young Russian professor of mathematics at Stockholm University, on whom Key happened to perform a necropsy after her early death from pneumonia. Nevertheless, persistence is rewarded. Nothing in the ®rst section prepares one for the splendid account of four months Axel Key spent travelling on the Continent, at the end of 1872. Here Ljunggren and Bruyn sensibly allow Key to describe his own travels, through his letters to his wife Selma. And what letters they are! Key displays the keen observation one would expect of a morbid anatomist trained by Rudolf Virchow, coupled with a lively interest in people and places, and a facility with words. We hear about the Belgian professor of surgery with a high postoperative infection rate who didn't know the work of Joseph Lister; we discover that Louis Ranvier, a convivial companion, became unbearably chauvinistic when drunk; that Paris appeared remarkably unaffected by the Franco-Prussian war, and that the trees were growing up fast along the magni®cent new boulevards. He endearingly expresses surprise at ®nding that Strasbourg was not a forti®ed city on a hill overlooking the Rhine. I was fascinated by this section on his trip round EuropeÐ essentially a tour promoting the journal Nordiskt Medicinskt Archiv, of which he was editor in chief.
Close to the cathedral square is the magni®cent new Galleria di Vittorio Emanuele. The light that radiates from all delightful shops in the Galleria is reinforced by two thousand gas lamps. In addition there is a tight circle of gas-jets around the cupola of glass in the centre of the gallery which are ignited by a special man on a small steam-wagon, using a paraf®n lamp. Made myself comfortable at a bistro in the galleria ordering coffee and brandy. It was very relaxing.'
He could be snide:
the Professor in Pathological Anatomy was a wellgroomed gentleman who made a somewhat blase Â impression. He kindly gave me a copy of his thesis from 1863. I was discreet and didn't ask him whether he had published any paper since', but could laugh at himself in Rome I happened to get a newspaper,``Le Touriste'', which is published in French and contains a column entitled``High Life''. Previously I have always skipped such newspaper columns on various celebrities. Well, you can imagine my surprise when I found myself depicted in this column . . . . It made me laugh. I will never miss a``High Life'' column again but this notice cost me some money because it was clear that as a representative of``High Life'' I could no longer wear the scarf I had found good enough until that moment'.
